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NEWS LETTER NO 21
  
 
Update 7/10/2013 Arenzano (near Genoa)
               We woke up to another grey overcast day, warm but depressive.
SO PLAN C, plan A was Tuscany (but it was closed), plan B was Switzerland
( but the forecast was bad). C is the Italian and French Riviera. From the lakes 
it is a tricky drive in a camper on A roads, first there is Milan then at the end 
the Maritime Alps. So we held our breath and took the motorway, 150 miles 
later, we exit to blue sky and blue sea. At the payment kiosk Wendy handed 
over the ticket holding a 50 Euro and some small notes and to our surprise it 
was only 14 Euro.
From the camp we walked along to the small coastal town of Alenzano and 
went into a small bar for a beer (as you do) With the beer came tappers by 
the plateful and as soon as you finished one they brought another. The only 
cost was the beer 5.5 Euro a large glass, with all the food you could eat.

            BELICIMO CAFE ROMA
  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Update 9/10/2013  Finale Ligure
                Finale Ligure is a typical Italian Riviera town with good shops and 
public beach a great prom with good walks along the coast

The camp-site is “interesting” I think every child under 11 from Switzerland 
is here its like spring bank holiday.

I was talking to a Swiss guy and seemingly its half term and everyone comes 
down to the Med for a last bit of sun before it starts snowing, and its only 5 
hours on the motorway.
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Update 13/10/2013 Albenga
               Great site but the Town is closed (mind we quite like it like this) 
So we have decided to have a couple of days cleaning and washing and move 
on Monday.

Italian Extremes

     A Lidl next to a Ferrari garage
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Wendy pic
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